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Preparing Front Range for
the Front Lines
"Our elementary students - and teachers - were amazed
at the video of unborn babies filmed in utero that Mr.
Wagner presented during chapel. It made it difficult to
ignore the fact that these unborn babies are persons,
created by an awesome God, and that each of our lives
began in this very way! One of our 3rd graders told me
afterward that she thought it was cool that God made
one person to live and grow inside another person!" --

Julie Melton FRCS Elementary Principal

On September 19 I spoke to
375 students at Front Range
Christian School in Littleton, CO. I
gave the Kindergarten-6th grade
students a short Bible lesson on the
value of human life before showing a
fetal development video that
captivated each of them. The kids
were amazed by the rapid growth of
the unborn baby in the womb.

During the assembly for 7th-12th graders I was able to
communicate the mission of JFA which is to train them to
train others!. We tackled the questions, “When do we
become human?”, “Is abortion a humane practice?”, “should
wantedness determine value?”, and “how can we each make a
difference on the issue of abortion?”.

“This presentation really caught my
attention. I have always wanted to
protect unborn rights but I didn’t
know how. Thanks JFA. Now I
know.” - FRCS Junior

Mission of Justice For All: Train thousands to make
abortion unthinkable for millions, one person at a time.

Life Changing Discipline
Several weeks ago a woman volunteered at our office in order to fulfill a
community service requirement for getting a traffic violation. She was pro-choice when
she arrived. She spent most of the time with another JFA intern named Catherine but I
was able to spend some time with her during the 10 hours of her service period that
spanned several days.
Here is her reflection on her experience at the JFA fulfilling her court ordered
community service hours: "My experience volunteering with Justice For All has truly
been a life changing experience for me. I am a 27-year-old social worker that has always
advocated for the rights of the born. However, going into my experience with Justice For
All I never stopped to think that I owe the same amount of passion that drives me to be
an advocate for the born to the unborn. Justice For All gave me the necessary……. ----->
It will take an eternity for the unborn to defend themselves

...tool and education which helped me to realize that the unborn is just as valuable as a 2year-old or even a 45-year-old person. It is my duty not only as a Christian, social worker
and as a human being to advocate, preserve the rights and self-worth of another human
being which includes the unborn. The information that I have been given will allow me to
advocate by creating comfortable conversation that will hopefully result in saving lives,
changing hearts or by just allowing the issues to be heard. I thank Justice For All for a
wonderful experience and a chance to help save another life." - Monique

Prayers and Praises
Intern Matt McKinley is coming soon! Matt (below in red), from Albuquerque, New
Mexico has been raising support to join JFA for two years as an intern and is just 10 %
away from being finished. He has more experience on campus than I do (I have about 15
campuses under my belt) because his participation goes back 6 years to 9th grade!
I’ve been able to help mentor, encourage, and
challenge Matt in his support raising. This process
was fresh in my mind from last year so I was able to
effectively help. Matt has been an encouragement to
me because he has made a full effort to build a group
of partners for this ministry that will send him.
Praise God for the assembly at Front Range CS. The
students were attentive and seemed ready to bring
truth about abortion to their spheres of influence.
Pray that many will join us as volunteers next spring
at the Auraria campus in Denver.
We trained 88 students at Focus on the Family
institute in Colorado Springs, CO and 75 high school students from 3 area Christian high
schools at Faith Christian Academy in Arvada, CO during the University of Northern
Colorado outreach at Greeley, CO.
Monique (See reflection on reverse and above) moved to Texas just after going through
our training. Pray that she will have many opportunities to share her story and for friends
in Texas that will encourage Monique.
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